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Hypersurfaces with free boundary and large constant mean
curvature: concentration along submanifolds

MOUHAMED MOUSTAPHA FALL AND FETHI MAHMOUDI

Abstract. Given a domain � of R
m+1 and a k-dimensional non-degenerate

minimal submanifold K of ∂� with 1 ≤ k ≤ m − 1, we prove the existence
of a family of embedded constant mean curvature hypersurfaces in � which as
their mean curvature tends to infinity concentrate along K and intersecting ∂�
perpendicularly along their boundaries.
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1. Introduction

Let � be an open bounded subset of Rm+1, m ≥ 2, with smooth boundary ∂�.
Recall that the partitioning problem in � consists on finding, for a given 0 < v <

meas (�), a critical point of the perimeter functional P( · , � ) in the class of sets
in � that enclose a volume v. Here P( E , � ) denotes the perimeter of E relative
to �.

It is clear that whenever such a surface exits it will meet ∂� orthogonally and
will have a constant mean curvature, see Paragraph 2.3.1. In the light of standard
results in geometric measure theory, minimizers do exist for any given volume and
may have various topologies (see the survey by A. Ros [17]). Actually, up to now
the complete description of minimizers has been achieved only in some special
cases; one can see for example [1, 16, 19] and [21]. However, the study of exis-
tence, geometric and topological properties of stationary surfaces (not necessarily
minimizers) is far from being complete. Let us mention that Grüter-Jost [4] have
proved the existence of minimal discs into convex bodies, while Jost in [6] proved
the existence of embedded minimal surfaces of higher genus. In the particular case
of the free boundary Plateau problem, some rather global existence results were ob-
tained by M. Struwe in [22,23] and [24]. In [2], the first author proved the existence
of surfaces similar to half spheres surrounding a small volume near non-degenerate
critical points of the mean curvature of ∂�. Here we are interested in the exis-
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